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Dear SER Members,
As the year draws to a close, and the last deadlines rush by, I like to pause to think
about what I am thankful for at SER.With another exciting and successful year gone by,
the common theme in many of our successes is not just our amazing staff, but SER’s
unbelievable volunteers, including: international board members, world conference
organizers, chapter and section board members and leaders, Restoration Ecology
editors, CERP committee members, field trip leaders, discussion group facilitators,
webinar presenters, Science and Policy committee members, SERNews authors,
Restoration Resource Center case study and resources submitters, and so many
more. The list is seemingly endless. SER thrives on volunteerism, on participation
from our members – we succeed because we are a Society of members who are so
dedicated to this field that you share your time, energy, creativity, thoughtfulness,
and restoration ideas with the broader community. Did you know that in 2017
we recorded, just via SER international board members and volunteers, nearly
US$200,000 worth of contributed expert time to delivering SER’s programs and
advancing our mission? We truly could not do our work without volunteers!
I want to specifically call out a few committees who have been driving much of
SER’s work this year. The Science and Policy Committee members have been
deeply engaged with revisions to the SER Standards (thanks, too, to all of the
members of the author team), development of a new restoration support tool
in partnership with the Convention on Biological Diversity, and participation in
a variety of international policy platforms to improve the delivery of ecological
restoration. In addition, the majority of our chapters hosted conferences this
year, and every one of those conferences was brought to you by extremely
dedicated chapter volunteers. The SER2019 organizing committee has been hard
at work hard at work ramping up preparations for our 8th World Conference
on Ecological Restoration in Cape Town, South Africa, September 2019. The
conference theme is, “Restoring Land, Water, and Community Resilience.”

In preparation for SER2019, this issue of SERNews features three articles about reforestation and
restoration on the African continent. Ranging from the newly launched Cape Town Water Fund that relies
on ecological restoration as a tool for increasing water security, to a wide array of forest and landscape
restoration projects across the continent, they illustrate the truly inspirational and innovative approaches to
restoration that are being implemented aross Africa. One of the most important themes connecting these
projects is the involvement of local communities in developing and implementing restoration projects. The
variety of projects featured in this article encompass a broad scope of restorative practices and illustrate
how those intersect and support restoration, as outlined in the SER International Standards’ restorative
continuum. We invite you to read on to learn more about implementing restoration in some of the most
economically and ecologically challenging areas on the planet. And we invite you to submit your proposals
or abstracts to SER2019 so that you can share your experience and learn from your colleagues at SER2019.
I remain thankful for volunteers young and old, long-involved and newly-engaged. We hope that our new
membership benefits (see Society News, p17) increase the value of your membership, and of your interest in
being an active member of the Society, through your chapter, within your region, and at the global level. I hope
that all SER members have a wonderful holiday season, and that 2019 is a happy, healthy, productive, and successful
year for each of you and your families.
All the best,
Bethanie Walder
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LANDSCAPE LEVEL PROJECTS ON THE CONTINENT
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The African Edge: How a continental focus on forest landscape restoration is
transforming sustainable development
Contributed by Craig Beatty, Program Officer, IUCN Global Forest and Climate
Change Program and Charles Karangwa IUCN Eastern and Southern Africa
Regional Technical Coordinator, Forests, Landscapes, and Livelihoods
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Greater Cape Town Water Fund: Restoring ecological infrastructure to
ensure long-term water security for the Greater Cape Town Region
Contributed by Louise Stafford, Director of Water Funds, South Africa,The Nature
Conservancy
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Boosting socio-economic benefits: Restoring degraded landscapes through
sustainable fuelwood plantation establishment in Cross River State, Nigeria
Contributed by Edu Effiom (PhD), A. Director/State Coordinator, REDD+ and
Sustainable fuelwood Project, CRS Forestry Commission, Nigeria.
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THE AFRICAN EDGE:

HOW A CONTINENTAL FOCUS ON FOREST
LANDSCAPE RESTORATION IS TRANSFORMING
SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT

Contributed by Craig Beatty, Program Officer, IUCN Global Forest and Climate Change Program and Charles Karangwa
IUCN Eastern and Southern Africa Regional Technical Coordinator, Forests, Landscapes, and Livelihoods

The world is seeing incredible momentum on
restoration—to date, 168 million hectares have been
pledged by 56 countries and other entities to the Bonn
Challenge, a global goal to bring 150 million hectares into
restoration by 2020 and 350 million hectares by 2030.
These commitments are underpinned by the forest
landscape restoration (FLR) approach, which is an
ongoing process of regaining ecological function and
enhancing human well-being. Its purpose is to restore
entire landscapes to meet present and future needs
and to offer multiple ecological, social, and economic
benefits across many intersecting land uses over time.

Declaration on Food Security, the Cairo Declaration on
Africa’s Natural Capital, the Sustainable Development
Goals and other Rio Conventions (CBD, UNCCD and
UNFCCC). This commitment was further codified
at the 2016 IUCN World Conservation Congress in
a resolution to support forest landscape restoration
in Africa (IUCN WCC Res 40). To date, 111 million
hectares from 27 countries are committed to forest
landscape restoration under the banner of AFR100.

The highest potential to achieve the benefits of FLR occurs
in mixed-use or mosaic landscapes. Forest landscape
restoration focuses on identifying multiple types of
restoration opportunities for the benefit of varied interests
and stakeholders within these landscapes to restore and
sustain landscape function. This includes the restoration
of degraded ecosystems to a target reference condition
through ecological restoration, as well as activities that
support social and economic resilience through reducing
pressures on protected areas and threatened species,
increasing food security, and providing the less fortunate
with the materials and opportunity to escape poverty.
As a continent, Africa represents the largest opportunity
for forest landscape restoration. While the impacts of
degradation in Africa have been extensive and steep, they
are also ecologically recent. Almost all of the landscape
degradation in Africa has occurred in the past 100 years
and the most extensive harm to landscapes primarily
took place over the past 30 years. With a continental
population expected to almost double to 2.5 billion
people by 2050 and reach 4.4 billion by the end of the
century, the pressure on landscapes to deliver the services
on which people rely will only increase in the coming
decades (UN DESA, 2017). Forest landscape restoration
has emerged as an essential component of satisfying
the present and future needs of the African people.
To meet this challenge, more than 20 African governments
and numerous technical and financial partners created
The African Forest Landscape Restoration Initiative
(AFR100), which seeks to bring 100 million hectares into
restoration by 2030 as a continental contribution to the
Bonn Challenge, the African Resilient Landscapes Initiative
(ARLI), the African Union Agenda 2063, the Malabo
3

This map depicts the countries in Africa that have committed to AFR100,
a continental initiative under the Bonn Challenge which seeks to place 100
million hectares of degraded and deforested landscapes under restoration
by 2030. Countries highlighted in blue have undertaken a national or
subnational assessment of forest landscape restoration opportunities using the
Restoration Opportunities Assessment Methodology (ROAM). Data on FLR
opportunities is also indicated. These include the identification of landscapescale strategies using specific restoration actions. (Map courtesy of Craig R.
Beatty/IUCN)

There are two fundamental considerations with AFR100
and all other forest landscape restoration initiatives.
The first is that restoration will always be country and
community driven. To achieve these ambitious restoration
targets at such scales, millions of people will need to
involve themselves in the activities of restoration, using
both physical and procedural knowledge, and they will
need to justify their time and effort towards restoration
to themselves and their peers. Restoration will need to
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be demand-driven and result in economic and sociocultural benefits beyond climate change adaptation and
mitigation. Communities, mainly smallholder farmers, will
need to be at the forefront of restoration efforts and
share commitment with policy- and decision-makers.
The second consideration is that individually engaging
millions of people in landscape restoration through onthe-ground, site-based projects is not feasible or practical
for any one organization. Restoration projects and pilot
sites are important, but they will never reach the scale
of implementation required by the task at hand. To
implement forest landscape restoration at an appropriate
magnitude will require working with the organizations that
represent people both inside and outside governments
and their thematic ministries who have a role to play
in advancing landscape restoration. In this respect,
International Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN)
has a unique role to play as an organization that already
convenes and represents governments, non-governmental
organizations, and indigenous peoples’ organizations
for a just world that values and conserves nature.

A critical part of capacity development on forest landscape restoration is
engaging with stakeholders and creating tools that solve problems. Here,
Cotilda Nakyeyune from IUCN’s Uganda Office, demonstrates the Africa
Treefinder Application to participants from the Ugandan government in a
capacity development program on the Restoration Opportunities Assessment
Methodology and FLR. This application was developed in partnership with the
World Agroforestry Centre (ICRAF) and helps users to determine ecologically
and socially appropriate species for use in FLR at specific sites in Eastern
Africa. (Photo courtesy of Craig R. Beatty/IUCN)

In 2016, Uganda and IUCN facilitated a nationalscale process using the Restoration Opportunities
Assessment Methodology (ROAM) in support of
determining the objectives and strategies for landscape
restoration. This assessment was further substantiated
by sub-national financial and economic assessments
of FLR opportunity in identified priority areas, as well
as the deployment of innovative tools to scale up FLR,
including participatory farm radio programs to better
engage communities and the use of mobile applications
to support tree species selection (see video here).
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Similarly, Malawi used its national FLR assessment to
build a strategy for the people of Malawi to bring 4.5
million hectares into restoration, which includes aligning
restoration business with impact investors and recently
announcing a restoration program that is equivalent to
4% of Malawi’s national GDP. The government of Malawi
also began developing a national monitoring framework
for tracking progress on FLR. The “National Restoration
Movement” is embodied in a multiagency and crosssectoral effort with participation of key stakeholders
to scale up FLR across all 28 districts through
outreach, peer-to-peer learning and extension services.
Rwanda was the first country to commit to forest
landscape restoration under the Bonn Challenge and
committed 2 million hectares to an ambitious border-toborder program to support food, water and energy security.
Restoration activities are happening across the country
from eastern semi-dry areas near Akagera National Park
to the western part of the country including Mukura
Gishwati National Park, which lost 90% of forest cover
between 1994–1998. The Government of Rwanda has
almost quadrupled their domestic investment in landscape
restoration since 2011 from $1.2 million to $6.7 million
USD in 2017, which has enabled restoration of nearly 35%
of their initial ambition, according to the Bonn Challenge
Barometer Spotlight report (Dave et al., 2017). A series of
innovative mechanisms has also been established including
a National Fund for Environment (FONERWA). These
activities have led to the development of sub-catchment
restoration plans and the design of innovative financing
mechanisms, as well as the formation of new government
departments on tree seed research and forest monitoring.
The government has also launched programs with schools,
banks and religious groups to support restoration efforts.
In Burundi, IUCN, the Government and World Bank
identified and prioritized FLR opportunities in six provinces.
This has allowed stakeholders to identify interventions
that support reductions in degradation and also support
resilience, food security and biodiversity. Additionally, this
process set up a national task force on FLR involving
all sectoral ministries. Restoration funding is currently
provided by the development of a USD $30 million project
to support Landscape Restoration and Resilience. The
project will scale up the restoration of degraded landscapes
and support the sustainable management of main
protected areas. It is expected to restore 90,000 hectares,
benefit 80,000 households, and increase land productivity
in targeted landscapes by 20 percent (IDA/WB, 2018)
These are four brief examples of some of the opportunities
for forest landscape restoration in Africa, but the
continental commitment to restoration is unmatched.
Most importantly, the planning and implementation
of restoration is increasingly based on approaches
like ROAM, both at the national and subnational level.
Processes like this provide a platform for governments,
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non-governmental organizations, indigenous people
and local communities, donors, and other stakeholder
groups to define the objectives of restoration. From
this they can determine who bears the costs and who
receives the benefits of restoration and how to use forest
landscape restoration not only to restore ecological
function, but also to improve governance and rights,
respond to gender inequities, and build self-sustaining
restoration economies that provide for people and nature.
A specific example of this process in action is the sourcing
of seed and seedlings for use in restoration activities. Many
restoration strategies indicate a preference for native
seed and seedlings in restoration activities wherever
possible. However, in many areas this material and the
appropriate provenance practices for collecting and
storing seed do not exist. As a result, there is a massive
implementation gap between the ambition of restoration
practitioners to use native species and their availability.
To address this, IUCN has been working with Botanic
Garden Conservation International (BGCI) and the
Government of Uganda to duplicate a successful seed
and seedling process from Mount Mulanje, Malawi.
The Mulanje cedar is a critically endangered species
that exists only in southern Malawi, and BGCI, the
Mulanje Mountain Conservation Trust (MMCT) and the
Forest Research Institute of Malawi (FRIM) developed
a community-based seedling and nursery program
that will replant thousands of hectares of this species.

In Uganda, BGCI and IUCN are working with Tooro
Botanical Gardens and the Ugandan government to
develop seed sources, nurseries and seedling networks
that can support Uganda’s ambitious Bonn Challenge
commitment of 2.5 million hectares while creating jobs
that directly support the supply and demand around native
species for restoration in Uganda. This includes expanding
nurseries to include genetically diverse stocks of 150
native plant species that can be used in many different
types of restoration activity that span the restorative
continuum from active ecological restoration to gradual
improvements in the function of degraded ecosystems.
Forest landscape restoration captures the entirety of SER’s
restorative continuum. Importantly, it is a process that
seeks to incrementally increase the ecological productivity
within existing degraded and deforested landscapes.
In some cases, ecological restoration of native species
and ecosystems will be the clearest and most beneficial
choice. In other cases, restoration should focus on natural
regeneration, such as putting more trees on farms or
utilizing improved management practices to reduce topsoil erosion. Across deforested and degraded landscapes,
forest landscape restoration involves employing a diverse
suite of restorative activities aimed at achieving multiple
benefits.Through participatory processes like ROAM, that
generate nature-based solutions to human challenges,
we can use forest landscape restoration to increase the
resilience of nature and the communities and economies
that depend on it.
References
Dave R, Saint-Laurent C, Moraes M, Simonit S, Raes L,
Karangwa C (2017) Bonn Challenge Barometer of Progress: Spotlight Report 2017. IUCN, Gland, Switzerland.
International Development Association-World Bank
[IDA/WB]. 2018. Restoring Vital Landscapes for Sustainable Growth in Burundi.
http://www.worldbank.org/en/news/feature/2018/12/03/
restoring-vital-landscapes-for-sustainable-growth.

One of the oldest stands of eucalyptus in Uganda, the trees in the background
were planted by Queen Elizabeth II and dignitaries over 50 years ago. This
site, now part of Tooro Botanical Gardens in Fort Portal is undergoing
several different restoration treatments and acts as a living laboratory for
how different species can help restore degraded landscapes. In the foreground,
a woman turns the ground by hand to prepare the site for restoration. Tooro
houses hundreds of species and cultivars of plants and is 100% open to the
public who are welcome to use any of the plants on site. It is also the epicenter
of a new initiative to ensure that there is a diversity in species available for
forest landscape restoration activities in Uganda. (Photo courtesy of Craig R.
Beatty/IUCN)
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GREATER CAPE TOWN WATER FUND:

RESTORING ECOLOGICAL INFRASTRUCTURE TO
ENSURE LONG-TERM WATER SECURITY FOR THE
GREATER CAPE TOWN REGION
Contributed by Louise Stafford, Director of Water Funds, South Africa, The Nature Conservancy
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Following a three-year drought, last spring, Cape Town,
South Africa faced the unimaginable predicament of its
water supply reaching a stage where the taps could run
dry, dubbed “Day Zero.” Cape Town narrowly avoided Day
Zero; however, forecasts predict that its water demand
will exceed supply by 2021. To avoid running out of
water, Cape Town will require an additional 300 to 350
million liters of water per day by 2028. To achieve this
target, authorities have considered various options such
as desalination, groundwater exploration, water reuse
and increasing storage capacity. However, the prolonged
drought and looming Day Zero early in 2018, accelerated
the quest for additional water supply and underscored
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By 2050 the urban population in Africa will double, putting
additional demands on water supply. Protecting water at
its source through restoring ecological infrastructure is a
cost-effective, sustainable way to help meet the increasing
demand. Water Funds bring downstream water users
together to invest in protecting water at its source. The
proven Water Fund model also attracts outside funding,
from public sector as well as private foundations and donors
to restore degraded catchments, thereby improving water
quality and securing long term water supply for cities.

the potential added capacity a Water Fund focused on the
entire watershed (Western Cape Water Supply System;
WCWSS) could provide in addressing this issue (Figure 1).
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To address growing concern over global water security
in the face of climate change and other threats, The
Nature Conservancy (TNC) developed the Water Fund
program – a governance and funding mechanism that
connects upstream and downstream water users at the
watershed scale to promote water security via naturebased solutions and sustainable watershed management.
Water Funds are typically established at sites where
there is a need for improved collective coordination
across private and public stakeholders in a watershed
and where the price of water does not reflect the true
environmental and resource costs of providing it. At these
sites, the Water Fund adds capacity in governance and
finance whereby “public and private downstream water
users contribute collectively to upstream conservation
initiatives aimed at improving water quality and quantity
both upstream and downstream.” To date, the TNC,
a global non-profit working in over 70 countries, has
overseen the development of over 30 Water Funds in
North and South America. The TNC South Africa office
opened in 2017 to begin the first steps toward establishing
a Greater Cape Town Water Fund (GCTWF), using
knowledge gained during the development of the UpperTana Nairobi Water Fund, the first Water Fund in Africa.
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Figure 1: Priority source water areas of The Western Cape Water Supply
System.(Figure from Stafford et al., 2018)

In South Africa, the restoration of ecological infrastructure
has long been recognized as a way to mitigate water supply
and quality issues; however, the scale of the problem and
priority areas have not been clearly delineated. In the
Greater Cape Town region alone, two thirds of catchments
are densely invaded by invasive alien trees like pine,
eucalyptus and Australian acacia, which use significantly
more water than the native vegetation (Figure 2). In addition
to the water losses ascribed to invasive plants, they also
outcompete indigenous vegetation and increase the risk
of catastrophic wildfires since species such as pines burn
up to 10 times hotter than indigenous fynbos vegetation.
Before officially launching a Water Fund, an extensive
network of stakeholders undergoes detailed feasibility
and design phases to ensure maximum impact on water
security. The design phase includes science-based analyses
to inform design decisions, one of which is a Business
Case analysis to weigh the return on investment of
various actions under consideration by the Water Fund.
Any investment prior to understanding where the highest
return on investment could be achieved would be hard
to justify, particularly for cities like Cape Town that would
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Figure 2: Two-thirds of the catchments upon which the Greater Cape Town depends for its water is invaded by alien trees. (© Donovan Kirkwood)

need to invest in activities at upstream source locations
outside their municipal boundaries.
On Friday, November 16, 2018, the Greater Cape Town
Water Fund Business Case was released, revealing the
scale of the water security improvement opportunity in
restoring the Greater Cape Town’s source water areas.
The research underpinning the Business Case found that
Cape Town could cost-effectively tap two months of new
water supplies (more than 55 million cubic liters; Mm³)
a year just by clearing non-native trees from seven key
sub-catchments. Within 30 years, more than 100 billion
liters of additional annual water gains would be achieved
compared to a “no intervention” scenario. According to
studies informing the Business Case, investing in ecological
infrastructure including clearing thirsty invader trees
in the seven priority sub-catchments is up to 10 times
more cost effective than investing in any other options
(Figure 3). In addition to Cape Town, restoring priority
sub-catchments also benefits others such as agricultureal
users, smaller municipalities, and communities depending
on the Western Cape Water Supply System for their water.
Using spatial analysis, the Business Case identified priority
sub-catchments and calculated the current and future

7

reduction in run-off resulting from alien plant invasions
in each of them. Analysis shows that the current losses
of 55 Mm³ of water per year could double by 2045 if
action is not taken to restore the source water areas
by removing the invasive trees. The full benefits of
invasive plant removal are seen when the first round of
treatments is complete, equating to 50 Mm³ annual water
gain within five years — or two months of Cape Town’s
current supply needs. These annual gains increase to 100
Mm³ within thirty years. The Business Case compared
the cost of each cubic meter of water supplied through
catchment restoration with that of other engineered
infrastructure solutions under consideration. Catchment
restoration through invasive plant removal is by far the
most cost-effective option to increase water supply to
the region. Alternatives such as desalination, recycling
waste-water, and tapping groundwater supplies, cost on
average 10 times more per cubic meter of water supplied.
Catchment restoration also supplies a greater additional
water yield than all options except desalination, which is
12 times pricier. The results of invasive plant removal will
be seen more quickly than most engineered infrastructure
alternatives, with increased yields expected as soon as
the first winter rains. What’s more, water gains will be
kept in perpetuity if lands are kept free of invasions.
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The Fund will also work with its partners on wetland
and riparian rehabilitation and with landowners to adopt
conservation agriculture and improve land management.

Figure 3: Ecological Infrastructure investment is up to 10 times more cost
effective than other options. (Figure from Stafford et al., 2018)

The GCTWF partnership received buy-in from public
and private sector partners. “We have the politicians’
attention, we have the City of Cape Town’s attention, we
have the farmers’ attention, we have a lot of political social
capital that we can use in doing the right thing,” said Mike
Webster, Director of Water and Sanitation for the City of
Cape Town. “If this Fund comes off the way it’s envisaged,
and if the ambitions are realized the way they could be,
every Capetonian, every farmer would have better water
at the lowest cost.”

The transfer of services and funding within a Water Fund (©Forest
Trends, 2012)
With the GCTWF now officially launched, the financial
outlook for the program looks promising. Even before
the launch, corporate supporters, foundations and
philanthropists had already committed close to $4 million
of the $25 million that would fund a 30-year program
to clear invasive trees and prevent them from returning.
While the Greater Cape Town Water Fund is now officially
the second Water Fund in Africa, six more Water Funds
are already in development in South Africa, Tanzania, and
Ethiopia, and a source water protection project has been
launched in Botswana’s Okavango Basin.

References
Figure 4: Clearing invasive trees is labor intensive. (© Roshni Lodhia)

The Water Fund’s Steering Committee will now work with
stakeholders to turn the findings of the Business Case
into a strategy for ecological restoration of the Western
Cape Water Supply System. The work will initially focus
on clearing invasive plants from seven priority catchments
that together provide 73 percent of the system’s water
(Figure 4). The Greater Cape Town Water Fund aims to
partner with and add capacity to already existing efforts
to eliminate invasive alien plants. These include programs
run by the City of Cape Town and South Africa’s national
Working for Water Program, among others. It is anticipated
that at least 350 new jobs will be created in the first six
years, primarily to staff teams to clear the invasive plants.
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BOOSTING SOCIO-ECONOMIC BENEFITS:

RESTORING DEGRADED LANDSCAPES THROUGH SUSTAINABLE
FUELWOOD PLANTATION ESTABLISHMENT IN CROSS RIVER
STATE, NIGERIA
Contributed by Edu Effiom (PhD),A. Director/State Coordinator, REDD+ and Sustainable fuelwood
Project, CRS Forestry Commission, Nigeria.

Fuelwood is central to the livelihood of the African
people. The unsustainable harvesting of forest trees for
fuelwood is one of the major drivers of deforestation
and forest degradation in the tropics. The Global
Environment Facility (GEF)-United Nations Development
Program (UNDP)-supported Sustainable Fuelwood
Management (SFM) Project in Nigeria seeks to promote
the sustainable utilization of fuelwood with its attendant
benefits. Building on the premise that restoring degraded
ecosystems is not sufficient without catering to the
overall wellbeing of humans whose livelihood is largely
dependent on these ecosystems, the SFM Project aims
to restore over 50,000 hectares of degraded forest and
marginal lands in urban and rural areas of the country.
In most homes in developing countries, the predominant
means of cooking with biomass is via “three-stone”
or tripod-stand cook-stoves. This way of cooking is
inefficient and poses serious risks to human health and
the environment. While electric and gas stoves are more
widely accepted and efficient, it will take time before
they become affordable to the many rural and some
urban users in developing countries; in these parts of the
world, most people still rely on fuelwood for cooking and
heating. In Nigeria, the most populous nation in Africa,
for instance, over 70% of the estimated 180 million
inhabitants still rely on fuelwood to meet their energy
needs for cooking and heating. More than half of the 9.6
million hectares of rainforest in southern Nigeria have
been used to meet the demand for fuelwood in rural
and urban areas. Over-extraction of trees for firewood
without replanting new trees is reducing the capacity of
the Nigerian forest to provide much needed ecosystem
services. Nigeria’s Second National Communication under
the United Nation’s Framework Convention on Climate
Change in 2014 estimated that a target of 4.5 million
hectares of fuelwood plantations need to be planted
in order to tackle the primary cause of deforestation
and help address the looming shortfall of fuelwood
resources. To catalyze the realization of the above target,
GEF and UNDP, through the Energy Commission of
Nigeria (ECN), supported the implementation of the
SFM project in Nigeria. The project was piloted in three
Nigerian states: Kaduna, Delta, and Cross River State
(CRS). These states are at the forefront of sustainable
forest management and climate mitigation and hold great
promise for multiple land-use management in Nigeria.
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The SFM Project has a total project value of $20,100,000
USD. It seeks to reduce greenhouse gas emissions from
the country’s domestic, institutional and industrial sectors
through integrated and sustainable fuelwood production
and utilization, and the promotion of sustainable biomass
energy technologies using output-based and market-based
approaches. The project is designed to comprehensively
address: 1) the major causes of deforestation in Cross
River; 2) unsustainable fuelwood harvesting in Delta and
Cross River; and 3) forest degradation and desertification
in Kaduna State. The project is also designed to balance
the supply and demand for fuelwood through a bottomup approach of leveraging private sector resources and
providing inclusive financial incentives (e.g., start-up loans,
matching rebate schemes) and market mechanisms for
sustained market supply and demand for energy efficient
stoves/kilns and certified fuelwood.

Sustainable Forest Management Project workers plant seedlings to establish
a fuelwood plantation in Cross River State, Nigeria. (Photo courtesy of SFM
Project, CRS Nigeria).

The project aims to promote sustainable fuelwood
production and consumption in crisis communities
(communities where there is high demand and significant
scarcity of fuelwood) by planting fast-growing, primarily
native, fuelwood plantations in degraded lands. These
plantations can: 1) increase the delivery of ecosystem
services, including biodiversity conservation, erosion
control, carbon sequestration, watershed protection,
climate change mitigation and adaptation; 2) provide
needed products – primarily fuelwood – thereby reducing
deforestation and natural forest degradation; and 3) boost
livelihoods, especially for people in forest-dependent
SERNews Volume 32 Issue 4

communities, through value chain addition in related
businesses such as fuelwood and energy-efficient cookstove supply.
Implementation of the 5-year SFM project began in 2017.
To date, the project has achieved several important
milestones. It has engaged local stakeholders and renewed
support from the forest community for sustainable forest
management practices. In CRS, the project has established
15 hectares of fuelwood plantations across degraded
swampy coastlines, mined fields, depleted community
forests and marginal lands. The seedlings for fuelwood
plantations are sourced from nurseries with 90% native
tree species (e.g., Meliaceae - Khaya ivorensis and
Papilionoideae - Pterocarpus soyioxii). The SFM Project
nurseries have a yearly target of 5 million native seedlings
for use in establishing fuelwood plantations and restoring
native forest. In addition, one hundred local artisans now
have training in fuel-efficient cook-stove production and
have built and disseminated over four hundred fuelefficient cook-stoves.As a result, unsustainable, destructive
extraction of fuelwood from the forest has decreased.

A nursery of primarily native tree seedlings that will be used to establish
fuelwood plantations as part of the Sustainable Forest Management Project in
Nigeria. (Photo courtesy of SFM Project, CRS Nigeria)

This project benefited from a strong legislative framework,
specifically the provisions for participatory sustainable
forest management and private forestry contained in CRS
Forest Law 2010. Local and regional stakeholders also
secured strong political support to protect the forest of
CRS and minimize greenhouse gas emissions, as evidenced
by the acquisition of additional funding support from
partners and interested parties. That said, the project has
not yet been able to secure adequate levels of partner
funding to further expand and implement the program.
Though the project has achieved several important initial
successes, numerous challenges still remain, including:
•Technical — need to strengthen capacity of
affected stakeholders for the implementation of the
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project especially the subnational forestry staff and
forest community stakeholders
•Regulatory — need for institutional strengthening to
provide adequate regulatory function
•Social — need to enhance awareness among
stakeholders and the entire public on the merits
of the project in order to generate more goodwill
towards the project
•Financial — available funds are grossly inadequate to
facilitate project implementation. For example:
o More than 23 communities in CRS require
fuelwood plantations, but currently the project
can only fund the establishment of 10 plantations.
o The project secretariat is not able to effectively
coordinate, regulate and monitor the project
under current funding levels.
o There are not adequate funds for the
dissemination of project outcomes through policy
brief workshops, bilateral knowledge exchange
with experts in other countries, and publications.
o There is a need for international knowledge
exchange meetings to enhance learning of new
skills in forest restoration, renewable energy,
climate mitigation and adaptation.
The SFM project has already yielded a number of key
lessons to inform the future of the project itself, as well as
the implementation of similar endeavors in other locations.
Current results emphasize the value of an integrated land
use strategy that connects differing land-use sectoral
priorities to enhance environmental and human livelihood
sustainability while also bridging the human-biodiversity
divide. Furthermore, enhancing the capacity of tropical
forests to provide environmental, social and economic
benefits to people, especially in rural communities, is
critical to addressing the ongoing conflicts over access and
use of forest resources between people and conservation
initiatives.Though much remains to be done, the successes
achieved to date in CRS alone bode well for the improved
health of the forests and communities in that state.
The Sustainable Fuelwood Management Project can be
recommended as a model for protecting and restoring
forests that are currently threatened by unsustainable
extraction of fuelwood.
Contact
Edu Effiom (PhD), A. Director/State Coordinator, REDD+
and Sustainable fuelwood Project
CRS Forestry Commission, Nigeria.
+2348023815032
Edu.efiom@gmail.com
References
Nigeria Federal Ministry of Environment (2014) Nigeria’s
Second National Communication Under the United
Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change.
https://unfccc.int/resource/docs/natc/nganc2.pdf.
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FEATURED RESOURCES
UPDATES FROM THE RESTORATION RESOURCE
CENTER AND RESTORATION ECOLOGY
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Restoration Resource Center
SER’s Restoration Resource Center (RRC) is an online platform for exchanging
knowledge and experience through ecological restoration projects, publications, and
other resources from around the world. Find out about new resources and our new
Featured program.
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Restoration Ecology SER Picks
This quarter’s Picks features three articles focusing on restoration research
throughout Africa.
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RESTORATION RESOURCE CENTER

The Restoration Resource Center, our crowd-sourced database of restoration projects and resources,
is growing! With over 230 projects and 2,000 resources, the RRC is a hub of international restoration
information. Help build the restoration knowledge base by submitting your project or resource today.
We are excited to announce a new RRC program in 2019: each month, based on the previous month’s
submissions, we will highlight a Featured Resource and Featured Project on our website, social media,
and newsletters. Not only could your submission be featured, but every complete submission will
also be entered into an annual drawing to win a Lifetime Membership with SER (a $1,950 value!).
In addition, if you are a CERP, submitting your projects to the RRC can earn you one continuing
education credit. Share your knowledge with the restoration community and help us build the RRC by
submitting your projects and resources today, next month, and throughout the year.
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RESTORATION RESOURCE CENTER
FEATURED PROJECTS

Restoration in a global biodiversity hotspot in
Western Australia
Submitted by Angela Sanders, CERP. The south-west of
Western Australia is a global biodiversity hotspot where
its high biodiversity suffers many threats. One of those
threats is fragmentation of habitat owing to the large scale
land clearing that was carried out in the 1950s and 1960s.
This connectivity project aims to address this, and other
threats, by restoring connections across a 70 km swathe
of farmland. Bush Heritage Australia has developed a
Conservation Action Plan (using the Open Standards) in
this area, where we are working to reconnect two large
National Parks. The restoration of cleared farmland began
with 60 hectares in 2003 and in 2018 a total of 2,500
hectares have been revegetated with varying levels of
success.
This project is focused on a 425-hectare restoration
project on the Monjebup North property. The goal for
this property was to reinstate as many species of native
flora as possible, which in turn would provide habitat for
the fauna known to inhabit the greater area. Plants were
reinstated using both direct seeding and hand planting of
seedlings over 4 years. Monitoring since 2012 has found
that habitat structure is developing and many species of
fauna have returned to the once cleared farmland.

(Photo by Angela Sanders)
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Restoration initiatives of degraded
humid forests in the World Heritage site
“Rainforests of the Atsinanana”
In collaboration with local communities, the project
aims to assess the state of degradation and start
restoration activities in three national parks that are
part of the UNESCO World Heritage Site ‘Rainforests
of the Atsinanana”, one of the most important and
representative habitats of Madagascar humid forests with
exceptional levels of biodiversity. These rainforests are
currently placed in the World Heritage in Danger list, and
projected restoration activities respond to the correctives
measures requested by the World Heritage Center in its
decision to list the site as ‘in danger’. A preliminary study
will be conducted to map priority areas of natural habitat
loss through a baseline assessment of degradation. Local
communities will be trained to participate in defined
restoration interventions and pilot natural regeneration
interventions will be carried out through actions
recommended by the preliminary study in 3 national
parks of the World Heritage Site. The project will report
on the success of pilot activities, with conclusions on the
benefits to local communities and recommendations for
the future planning of restoration activities in the World
Heritage site and beyond.

(Photo by Madagascar National Parks)
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RESTORATION RESOURCE CENTER
FEATURED RESOURCES

Reef Resilience Network

“Failing Forward” and Lessons Learned

The Reef Resilience Network connects marine resource
managers with information, experts, resources, and
skill-building opportunities to accelerate and leverage
solutions for improved conservation and restoration
of coral reefs and reef fisheries around the world. The
Network is a partnership led by The Nature Conservancy
that is comprised of more than 1,350 members, and
supported by dozens of partners and TNC staff, as
well as over 100 global experts in coral reefs, fisheries,
climate change, communication, and more who serve as
trainers, advisors, and content reviewers. The Network
strengthens members’ ability to effectively manage coral
reefs threatened by warming seas, bleaching, coastal
development, pollution, overfishing, and changes in ocean
chemistry. To achieve this, they synthesize and share the
latest science and management strategies to keep busy
managers inspired and in-the-know.The website is updated
by global experts and features the latest information on
key topics, easily searchable summaries of journal articles
featuring resilience science, and case studies highlighting
successful management strategies and new application of
science.They also connect managers and experts to share
resources and lessons learned that inform and improve
management decisions and inspire greater collaborations.

For the last webinar of our 2018 series, SER asked our
members for stories about restoration projects that
failed or experienced significant challenges. While we
often hear stories of restoration successes in publications
and conferences, we have so much to learn from failures.
During this panel discussion, we heard from members
in the US, Canada, Mexico, and India about some of the
ecological and social challenges they faced in their projects
and their lessons learned.
Stream this webinar any time from our Webinar Library!

(Slide by Consuelo Bonfil)

(Slide by David Polster)
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RESTORATION ECOLOGY SER PICKS
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RESTORATION
ECOLOGY

All SER memberships now include a subscription to Restoration Ecology!
See our Membership Update for more information, and enjoy full access
to ground-breaking studies.

The Journal of the Society for Ecological Restoration

Assessing, with limited resources, the ecological outcomes
of wetland restoration: a South African case
Donovan C. Kotze, Farai Tererai, Piet-Louis Grundling

Resources for evaluating the ecological outcomes of ecosystem restoration
projects are often limited, especially within government-funded programs.
In order to rapidly assess the ecological outcomes of wetland restoration,
an improved approach has been developed, which was applied in the
assessment of the ecological outcomes at nine restoration sites of South
Africa’s Working for Wetlands program. This approach has potential to
improve future wetland restoration practice, including planning, as well
as monitoring and evaluation in relation to specific restoration objectives
and ecological condition targets.

Colonization of woody seedlings in the understory of actively and passively restored tropical
moist forests
Enock Ssekuubwa,Vincent B. Muwanika, Josephine Esaete, John R. S.Tabuti, Mnason Tweheyo

The status of woody seedling colonization gives clues about the self-sustainability of restored forests, a tenet of restoration
success. Little is known about woody seedling colonization in restored afrotropical forests. The aim of this work was
to determine whether active or passive restoration methods provide the most suitable habitats for woody seedling
colonization in a tropical moist forest in Kibale National Park, western Uganda.

The contributions of Indigenous Peoples and local communities to ecological restoration

Victoria Reyes-García, Álvaro Fernández-Llamazares, Pamela McElwee, Zsolt Molnár, Kinga Öllerer, Sarah J.Wilson, Eduardo S. Brondizio

Indigenous Peoples and local communities (IPLC) are affected by global environmental change because they directly rely
on their immediate environment for meeting basic livelihood needs. Therefore, safeguarding and restoring ecosystem
resilience is critical to support their well-being. Based on examples from the literature, we illustrate how IPLC participate
in restoration activities maintaining traditional practices, restoring land degraded by outsiders, and joining outside groups
seeking to restore ecosystems.
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MEMBERSHIP PROGRAM UPDATE

In December SER announced exciting news regarding its membership program. Effective January
2019, we are implementing a variety of changes to our membership structure in order to better
serve all our members.
Here are the highlights of SER’s 2019 new membership offerings:
•

•
•
•

•
•

•

A subscription to Restoration Ecology will now be included with all SER memberships.

The SER Board has established a new Partnership Fund for the purposes of offering
leadership opportunities and competitive matching grants to SER chapters and sections to
improve delivery of local benefits for members.
We are updating and expanding the student membership category to “Emerging Professionals.”
This will continue to provide lower cost memberships for students, while also supporting
individuals early in their ecological restoration careers.
We launched a new Business Member program to provide increased access and resources
for organizations and businesses of all sizes that includes listing on our new Restoration
Directory, bundled memberships for staff, and deeper discounts on professional certification
registrations.
We redesigned Student Association membership to ensure SER’s student clubs are directly
affiliated through membership in a regional chapter.
SER will now offer an auto-renewal option for your membership.

SER will be hosting an increased number of practitioner-oriented webinars.

We are also continuing to expand our Restoration Resource Center and online member community
platform, providing opportunities for members to promote their work and learn from each other’s
successes and challenges. To provide these increased benefits we will also be increasing some of
our fees, for the first time in seven years. SER’s membership dues have remained flat since 2012
despite steadily building up our program offerings and membership benefits. This modest increase
will enable the Society to provide Restoration Ecology to all SER members, while also helping us build
capacity and maintain fiscal sustainability.We have studied membership fees in similar societies, and
our new rates remain within the mid- to lower-range of similar society fees, ensuring, we believe,
a strong value for your investment in SER.
Please read our full announcement for details regarding these changes.

CONNECT WITH COLLEAGUES
AND SER MEMBERS!
Visit our redesigned online community platform share ideas in virtual forums, search for members,
post resources and photos, or contribute a blog post.

EXPLORE NOW
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SER WELCOMES TWO NEW SPONSORS

SER is thrilled to announce our two newest Advocate sponsors, Westervelt Ecological
Services and North State Environmental Inc.

North State Environmental is a specialized environmental contractor committed to providing quality stream,
wetlands and marine restoration for public and private
sector entities. Since 1994 they have restored over 1
million feet of river and streams and over 1000 acres of
wetlands throughout North America.

Westervelt Ecological Services creates mitigation banks
and provides environmental mitigation and habitat
planning services to landowners, businesses, government
agencies, and land trusts. Its established industry leaders
excel in the field of stream, wetland, and endangered
species mitigation services, to create a nationwide habitat mitigation company.

Westervelt and North State join our other like-minded sponsors, committed to promoting
restoration expertise and success in biomes around the world. Interested in becoming a
sponsor? Find out more and email Lisa Force.

SER RECEIVES INCREDIBLE IMPACTS GRANT

In November, Program Manager Levi Wickwire accepted
International Congress and Convention Association and
BestCities Global Alliance’s Incredible Impacts award at
the 57th ICCA Congress in Dubai.The award celebrates
the ‘beyond tourism’ value of international association
meetings to create a powerful platform to advocate
their positive societal impact.” SER joined two other
2019 winning associations.
SER received this $7,500 award in support of SER2019
in Cape Town, South Africa. Like our previous World
Conferences, SER2019 will include a Make a Difference
volunteer day and a donation program to support local
restoration projects.
18
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POLICY UPDATE

The Society has been very busy with international policy
activities in the second half of 2018.We spent the majority
of the year working on a major revision to the 2016
International Standards for the Practice of Ecological
Restoration (the Standards). SER’s Global Restoration
Ambassador/Science and Policy Committee Chair
George Gann has been leading the revision process, with
strong support from SER-Australasia’s Tein McDonald
and a writing team of nearly a dozen other volunteers
from across the globe. The draft revision has been out for
substantial review and we expect to release version two
of the Standards sometime in the first quarter of 2019.
During the fourth quarter, George also led development
of a new capacity-building product to support the
implementation of the Convention on Biological
Diversity (CBD) Short Term Action Plan on Ecosystem
Restoration (STAPER). SER partnered with CBD to
develop an implementation support tool based on case
studies, resources, and syntheses of the biodiversity
considerations related to restoration. SER presented a
beta version of the tool at two different events during the
14th CBD Conference of the Parties (COP14) in Sharm
El Sheikh, Egypt in November 2018. George made the first
presentation on November 19, and SER Board Chair Jim
Hallett presented it a second time at the Rio Pavilions
forest restoration day on November 27. The new tool
links between the CBD’s Forest Ecosystem Restoration
Initiative (FERI) website and SER’s Restoration Resource
Center (RRC) – pulling from a wide variety of case studies
and resources to help illustrate how the STAPER can be
implemented. As new case studies and resources are
uploaded that are relevant to different components of the
STAPER, SER will be able to tag those to continually update
the STAPER support tool.The STAPER support tool is not
quite ready for public use, but we expect it to be live and
accessible within the first quarter of 2019. In addition to
SER’s participation in the CBD COP14, SER Board Vice
Chair Al Unwin participated in several of the pre-meetings
leading up to the COP14 in Montreal, Canada, including an
all-day session related to the Intergovernmental SciencePolicy Platform on Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services.
Board Chair Jim Hallett also represented SER in Bonn,
Germany at the Global Partnership on Forest and Landscape
Restoration (GPFLR), and at the Global Landscapes
Forum (GLF). In addition, he gave a presentation at the
United Nations Convention to Combat Desertification
(UNCCD) main office in Bonn about SER’s standards,
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our expanding work in drylands ecosystems, and other
areas of common interest. SER has also been working
closely with the World Wildlife Fund’s Landscape Finance
Lab, Ecosystem Services Partnership and others on a
new project related to an “integrated ecosystem ratings
system.” We were pleased to see this project featured,
with a short presentation by Simone Quatrini, during
one of the concurrent sessions at the GLF as well.
SER Executive Director Bethanie Walder met with
partners from The Nature Conservancy and other entities
at the Reef Futures 2018 conference in Florida to discuss
opportunities to build stronger relationships with coral
reef and marine restoration advocates. This conversation
was built on more than a year of ongoing discussions both
within SER-Australasia and with TNC’s Reef Resilience
network about expanding these partnerships. We look
forward to continuing to build this relationship and to
ensure lessons learned in terrestrial-based restoration can
be applied to marine work as well. Along those lines, we
were thrilled to see Astrid Daniela Santana Cisneros, from
Inapesca in Mexico presenting at Reef Futures about how
Inapesca is adapting the Recovery Wheel in the Standards
to be used in reef restoration projects (her colleague
Claudia Padilla made a similar presentation at SER2017).
It was exciting to see how that work has advanced over
the past year, and how it so clearly illustrates that the
Standards are applicable in any type of ecosystem.

Bethanie Walder and Claudia Padilla
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CERTIFICATION UPDATES

NEW CERPS
Lorraine Adderley, Daniel Bollich, Kenneth
Carothers, Katherine Dudney, Jason Eckberg, Adam
Finkle, Mary Gartshore, Joe Gilio, James Godwin,
Christopher Gurney, Erin Hilley, Rob Hobbs,
Amanda Houle, Sarah Howie, David Hughes, Sarah
Koser, Diana Lane, Emily Manderson, Jeffrey Mason,
Heidi Newsome, Simone Pedrini, Louis Putzel,
John Rizza, Ed Roseman, Pilar Gomez Ruiz, Daniel
Savercool, Kevin Shelton, Fanor Alberto Lozada
Silva, Charles Smith, Clinton Smyth, Jiri Strnad,
Ramona Swenson, Andrew Taylor, Joshua Unghire,
Allison Warner, Jason Weiler, Samuel Whitin, Ashley
Zavagno, Lizzie Zemke

/CERPITS
NEW
CERPITS

Dustin Brooks, Bailey Cole, Caroline Feischl, Peter
Kwon, Donnah MacKinnon, Victoria Masjuan, James
Seery, Donna Shumpert, Nicole Sulewski

Momentum for certification is growing! We’ve heard
of several recent requests for proposals that specified
involvement by a Certified Ecological Restoration
Practitioner (CERP). This buy-in by agencies and
organizations means your certification is even more
valuable!

Apply to become a Certified Ecological
Restoration Practitioner (CERP)
The next CERP application window opens on February
18, 2019.You can find out more information and
start gathering your materials at http://www.ser.org/
certification. Certified practitioners receive formal
recognition that they have achieved a high standard of
knowledge and experience within the field of ecological
restoration. It’s a great way to elevate your career
within the field, and we hope you will consider applying.
Members receive significantly reduced application fees.
Certification Webinars
We recently gave a two-part webinar series to introduce
you to the benefits of getting certified and answer your
questions about the application process and program
requirements. The webinars included speakers who have
gone through the application process themselves to become
CERPs as well as program staff. Those archived webinars are
now archived with open access:
CERP program overview
CERP application tutorial
Interested in learning more about the CERP program?
Check out “Announcing Certification” (SERNews Vol 30,
No.5)

Academic Institution Program Alignment
Reviews
Congratulations to University of Victoria and Niagara
College for becoming our first academic institutions that
have gone through the CERP program alignment process.
You can find out more about our academic partners at
https://www.ser.org/page/CERPPartners/
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SER SECTION UPDATES

INTERNATIONAL NETWORK FOR SEED-BASED RESTORATION
Submitted by Nancy Shaw, INSR Board member and SER Treasurer
A web-based thematic section of SER,INSR provides a forum
for exchanging ideas and information relevant to native seed
biology, ecology, and seed-based restoration. Membership
is free to all SER members – just fill out this quick form now.

Ed Toth, Director of the Mid-Atlantic Regional
Seed Bank (an INSR Partner) and the Greenbelt
Native Plant Center Awarded the New York City
Sloan Public Service Award - Fund for the City of New
York and the Alfred P. Sloan Foundation Read more here.

Native Seed Pelleting Protocol Online: INSR Board
Member, Simone Pedrini and his colleagues have published
the first public domain and practical step-by-step guide on
how to do seed pelleting, along with the list of materials
and equipment needed. These instructions and materials
will help scientists develop seed coating technologies
capable of overcoming logistical and biological barriers
to the more effective use and deployment of native seed
across the world while enabling the native seed industry
to improve seed-based restoration. Read more here.

Roadside Revegetation – An Integrated Approach
to Establishing Native Plants and Pollinator
Habitat and the Ecoregional Revegetation
Application Tool by Vicky Erickson and Mark Skinner,
US Forest Service. Roadsides can play an important role
in the conservation of both native plants and declining
wild and managed pollinator species. In an effort to
enhance the success of roadside revegetation projects
and create habitat that is favorable for pollinators, the
US Department of Agriculture, Forest Service (USFS) and
Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) partnered with
the Xerces Society for Invertebrate Conservation and
Chicago Botanic Garden to release a new DRAFT manual:
Roadside Revegetation – An Integrated Approach to
Establishing Native Plants and Pollinator Habitat. Access
the manual and tool here.

First meeting of the European Native Seed
Producers Association by Simone Pedrini, INSR Board
Member. A Dutch, a French and an Irishman walk into a
German native seed farm. That’s quite a good start for a
joke based on national stereotypes. But when the Dutch,
French and Irishman are followed by the Scottish, Spanish,
Danish, German, Italian, English, Swedish, Czech, Polish,
Swiss, Austrian and a Portuguese (on crutches) the joke
might be getting a bit out of hand. And they’re not visiting
just one farm. They’re on a mission to fit as many native
seed companies as possible in a super tight five days
schedule across most of Germany, and Switzerland. Learn
more about this exciting development here.

The International Seed Society’s Second Seed
Longevity Workshop The USDA Agricultural Research
Service’s National Laboratory for Genetic Resources
Preservation hosted the International Society for Seed
Science’s (ISSS) Second Seed Longevity Workshop at
Colorado State University in Fort Collins, on July 20 –
August 1, 2018. Read more.

Cryopreservation section at the USDA Agricultural Research Service’s National Laboratory for Genetic Resources Preservation. (Photo by INSR)
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SER CONTINENTAL UPDATES
LATIN AMERICA
Compiled by Luiz Moraes, Latin American Regional Board Representative

The Brazilian Society for Ecological Restoration (SOBRE),
created in 2014, held its second National Conference
(SOBRE2018), this past November. The Conference
focused on “Upscaling ecological restoration,” and
32 themes (from technical and scientific to legal and
social aspects) were addressed over three days in four
plenary sessions and 32 workshops and symposia. 529
people from 23 out of the 27 Brazilian States attended
SOBRE 2018, representing different sectors interested
in restoration: researchers, technicians, decision makers,
businesses, educators, students and community leaders.
During the Conference, an Assembly of members approved
the process that elected the new board members and
counselors for the next three years. The 2nd National
Conference on Restoration Ecology has confirmed the
leadership of SOBRE on ecological restoration issues in
Brazil, as promoting exchanges between scientists and
society, and to support decision makers.

Assembly of SOBRE members

SER CONTINENTAL UPDATES
EUROPE
Compiled by Asa Aradottir

Over 400 people, representing 48 countries all over the
world, took part in the conference held in Reykjavik from
9 to 13 September 2018. Nearly 200 oral talks—including
seven excellent keynotes—and over 80 posters were
presented; in addition to six specialized workshops and an
open Climate Forum. You can find the conference group
photo on the SERE Announcement Board.
The need for a thorough understanding and professional
expertise in restoration ecology is more evident today
than ever before. The environmental challenges we are
currently facing show us clearly that fully functional
ecosystems, where biodiversity is protected, carbon
sequestration secured and land degradation neutrality
ensured, is what we need to strive for.We sincerely believe
that events such as the SER Europe 2018 conference can
help to facilitate the science and practices on ecological
restoration worldwide.
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The dedicated work of the SER International, SER
Europe and other SER regional chapters has pushed the
importance of restoration into the spotlight of politicians
and decision makers within many countries of the world.
The recent climate strategy of Iceland is one of the newer
political statements where ecological restoration of
degraded ecosystems is acknowledged as an underpinning
action for achieving carbon neutrality before 2040.

Conference participants (photo by Askell Thorisson, SCSI)
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SER CONTINENTAL UPDATES
AUSTRALASIA
Compiled by Kingsley Dixon, Australasia Regional Board Representative
With over 300 delegates from 11 countries participating in
the September biennial meeting of SER-Australasia held at
the University of Queensland was an outstanding success.
With keynotes from indigenous and women leaders in
restoration and environmental repair, the conference
set a new benchmark by being the first ‘family friendly’
meeting with child-care facilities. The next meeting will be
held in Darwin in September 2020 and will be a landmark
conference in theming Indigenous Ecological Restoration
by highlighting the important role of traditional cultures
in environmental repair. Keep the date as Darwinians are
known for their extraordinary hospitality and, field trips
to places such as the Kakadu World Heritage area.

SER-A Poster Session (Photo by SER-Australasia)

EVENTS & OPPORTUNITIES

SER Webinar: Micro-learning Series
January 2019
Stay tuned for more information on the kick-off of our
2019 Webinar Series! Topics will include: Reflections
from our community survey; Supporting students and
emerging professionals; and CERP application Q&A.
SER Webinar: Connecting Science and People
February 2019
SER member Jalene Littlejohn and cofounder of
Samara Group will lead a discussion of science-based
communications and community engagement. Dive into
the complexities of communications planning, public
awareness, and collaboration with partners.
HAR/SER-Rocky Mountains 2019 Conference
March 12-14, 2019 – Fort Collins, Colorado
Jointly hosted by High Altitude Revegetation committee
and the Rocky Mountains chapter of SER, the goal of
the 2019 Conference is to enhance our understanding
of ecological restoration and revegetation in diverse
ecosystems using a variety of methods.
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SER Midwest Great Lakes Annual Chapter
Meeting
April 2-14, 2019 – Pella, Iowa
The eleventh Annual Chapter Meeting will be held
at Central College. This year’s theme is Cultivating
Innovative Restoration Connections in the Midwest. Save
the date!
SER Webinar: Incorporating Traditional Ecological
Knowledge into Ecological Restoration
March 2019
SER board member Cristina Eisenberg will host
this panel discussion of TEK, its connection to the
International Standards, and how its deep wisdom can be
used globally to restore ecosystems.
SER2019: Restoring Land, Water & Community
Resilience
September 24-28 – Cape Town, South Africa
Join SER, for the 8th World Conference on Ecological
Restoration, and our first conference in Africa. SER2019
will bring together colleagues from across Africa and
around the world to discuss restoration initiatives from
all biomes and continents.
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IN CASE YOU MISSED IT
Bombs Away: Militarization, Conservation, and Ecological Restoration
Around the world, millions of hectares of militarized landscapes are being converted to restoration
areas, wildlife refuges, and conservation lands. In this webinar, author David Havlick examines how
military activities, conservation goals, and ecological restoration efforts work together to create
new kinds of places and new conceptions of place.
Wetland Revegetation:Tools,Techniques and Best Practices
Presented by SERNW. Tim Watters and Ann Lefler of North Fork Native Plants discuss projects
and techniques of large scale aquatic restoration in Idaho, Montana, and Colorado.
GIS-based Vulnerability Assessment of Upland Forests in the Cedar River Watershed
Presented by SERNW. Rolf Gersonde of the City of Seattle discusses a vulnerability analysis of
ecosystems to guide ecological restoration efforts at the landscape scale and adapt to projected
climate change.
Soil Bioengineering for the Restoration of Steep and Unstable Slopes and Riparian
Areas
Presented by SERNW. Dave Polster demonstrates soil bioengineering treatments using pioneering
species to initiate the natural successional processes associated with the region in which they are
applied.
Failing Forward and Lessons Learned
We often hear about restoration success stories - but what about projects that struggled or failed?
During this webinar we heard from members whose projects didn’t go as planned, and the critical
insights they learned.

KEEP IN TOUCH

Know someone interested in ecological restoration? share this issue of SERNews with them.
For information on how to become an SER member, drop us a note at
membership@ser.org or visit our website: www.ser.org/membership.
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